The fundamental research on antiferromagnets started with the classic work of Néel, and the spin dynamics in antiferromagnets has been extensively studied in the past [1] , contributing to the development of the standard theory of antiferromagnetic resonances [2] .
Most of the antiferromagnetic resonances have been observed for materials with a lower
Néel temperature using the microwave or infrared technique [1] . There has been renewed interest in the utilization of antiferromagnets in spintronic devices beyond the one based on ferromagnets [3] . Recent advances in ultrashort pulse laser and THz wave technology have enabled further exploration of the antiferromagnetic resonance for various antiferromagnets [4] [5] [6] , which is currently still in the early stage of experimental research.
Herein, we focus on rare-earth (RE) transition-metal (TM) amorphous ferrimagnets.
Alloys films such as GdFeCo have recently been considered as a prototype of ferrimagnets with a perpendicular magnetic easy axis. They serve as good playgrounds for exploiting the fundamental ultrafast physics [7] as well as spintronic devices [8, 9] . The RE and TM magnetic moments can be considered as two sublattice magnetic moments coupled antiferromagnetically, leading to a net magnetization tuneable by the composition ratio of RE to TM elements. The alloys generally have two characteristic temperatures below the Curie temperature: the magnetization compensation temperature, T M , at which the two sublattice magnetic moments are canceled, and the angular momentum compensation temperature, T A , at which the two sublattice angular momenta are canceled. The existence of T A in the alloys provides a route for exploring the antiferromagnetic-like spin dynamics, even though the alloys are not true antiferromagnets, as discussed by Kim et al. in terms of the domain wall dynamics [9] . This means that the antiferromagnetic-like resonance should also be observed in these ferrimagnetic alloys at temperatures T near T A .
The ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) and the exchange modes at T below or around T M have been well discussed in relation to such amorphous RE-TM ferrimagnets and crystalline ferrimagnetic oxides using all-optical pulse laser methods [10] [11] [12] [13] . On the other hand, the antiferromagnetic-like resonance at T around T A is essentially different from those dynamics and has not been observed in these alloys. In this Letter, we report the observation of antiferromagnetic-like resonance in amorphous GdFeCo ferrimagnets at T near T A . The observed behaviors are consistent with the simple physical pictures described herein and several numerical simulations.
The resonance dynamics in ferrimagnetic films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) are discussed based on the coupled Landau-Lifshitz equations for the magnetization vectors of the sublattices M 1(2) [2, 14] . The linearized versions of these equations yield the angular frequency ω ± for the two modes under an external magnetic field H applied parallel to the film normal and parallel (antiparallel) to M 1(2) (1: CoFe and 2: Gd) under thermal equilibrium:
(1)
Here,
, and (2) are the absolute values for the gyromagnetic ratio, the effective PMA field, and the effective magnetic field of the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling for the magnetization M 1(2) of sublattice 1(2), respectively. µ 0 is the permeability in a vacuum. We simplify Eq.
(1) to capture the underlying physics, assuming that H k1(2) >> H and that δ(γH k ) is negligible. δ(γH ex ) can be rewritten with the mean field coefficient λ (> 0) as
so that it is determined by the difference in the angular momentum density S 1(2) (≡ M 1(2) /γ 1(2) ) for sublattice 1(2). Since δ(γH ex ) may be small at T near T A , Eq. (1) may be crudely approximated as follows: (3) [9] . The timeresolved magneto-optical Kerr effect was measured under the ambient temperature using the all-optical pump-probe setup with a Ti:Sapphire laser and a regenerative amplifier, the same as that previously reported [15] [16] [17] [18] . The duration, the central wave length, and the repetition rate for the output laser pulse in this study were ∼120 fs, ∼800 nm, and 1 kHz, respectively. The angle of incidence of the p-polarized pump and s-polarized probe beams were ∼3
• and ∼8
• , respectively, with respect to the film normal. The respective spot sizes for the pump and probe beams, which were focused on the film surface with spatial overlapping, were 1.3 and 0.37 mm in diameter. The maximum magnetic field applied was 2 T, with variable field directions. At the intermediate fluence 1.8 mJ/cm 2 , the frequency falls off near 2 T, which may be understood as the mode crossing from the ω + mode to the ω − mode. Namely, the frequency for the ω − mode becomes lower than that for the ω + mode at such high field.
Before proceeding further, note the mechanism of the laser-induced magnetization precession. The primary mechanism of the excitation of these two modes can be attributed to the sudden change in PMA. This change in the anisotropy functions as the effective torque triggering magnetization precession, as discussed in relation to the all-optical FMR [19] .
The effective torque works only when the magnetization makes an angle with respect to the magnetic easy direction or plane and reaches its maximum (zero) when the magnetic field is parallel (perpendicular) to the film plane in the present case. The magnetization precession amplitudes tend to decrease as the magnetic field angle θ H decreases. Hence, it is difficult to observe the dynamics when the applied field is parallel to the film normal in the case depicted in Fig. 1 . Note that the sudden change in the magnetic anisotropy may be caused by the ultrafast demagnetization and its relevant process [20] . More details regarding similar alloys have been discussed for the FMR and exchange modes at T below or near T M [ 10, 11] . However, the mechanism at T near T A is still unclear, though a discussion on this mechanism is outside the scope of this study.
The magnetic field angle dependence of the precession frequency was also examined to gain insight into the role of PMA in the dynamics observed. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show that the precession frequencies increase as the magnetic field angle θ H decreases. This trend is similar to that observed in ferromagnetic films possessing a large PMA, such as Co/Pt and CoFeB/MgO multilayers, and ordered alloys films [15] [16] [17] [18] . Thus, this angular dependence may be due to the influence of PMA on the antiferromagnetic-like resonance. Interestingly, the tendency of the frequency under higher magnetic fields being smaller than that under lower magnetic fields is maintained for the different magnetic field angles considered here for a low pump fluence [ Fig. 3(a) ]; the opposite case is true for a high pump fluence [ Fig.   3(b) ].
Instead of Eq. (3) describing the simple physics, hereafter we discuss the present dynamics, particularly the angular dependence, based on a more realistic micromagnetic simulation using the coupled Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equations for two sublattice magnetizations with PMA under various strengths and directions of the external magnetic field [9] Finally, we comment on the difference between our work and that of Stanciu et al. [10] . In their paper, they discussed the FMR and exchange modes at T near T M and T A and stated the following: "When the temperature of the sample approaches the angular momentum compensation point, both frequency and the Gilbert damping parameter of the magnetization precession increase significantly. In addition, the high-frequency exchange mode softens and becomes observable." Meanwhile, the theoretical data shown in Fig. 3 in Ref. 10 indicate that the frequency of the FMR mode becomes infinite at T A owing to the divergence of the effective gyromagnetic ratio at this point. Our study, however, presents a rather different physical picture at T A . The two modes exhibit similar frequencies at T near T A , originating from the nature of an antiferromagnetic-like state at this point in ferrimagnets. The essential difference between the two modes at T = T A is the left-handed or right-handed symmetry, which was experimentally confirmed with the observation of the opposite response to the applied field. This outcome is a very natural consequence of the beautiful symmetry in antiferromagnets, namely, a time-reversal invariant.
In summary, the pulsed-laser-induced magnetization precessional dynamics in the GdCoFe ferrimagnetic film with T A just above the ambient temperature was reported. An inversion of the relation of the gyromagnetic precession frequency with respect to the magnetic field was clearly observed as the pump laser fluence changed. This inversion was well explained by the change between the right-handed and left-handed precession modes, being attributed to the antiferromagnetic-like resonance modes at T below and above T A , under laser-induced heating. This unique dynamics was also examined for different magnetic field angles, with all experimental data being consistent with the micromagnetic simulation. The findings of this study will contribute to development of the physics of the antiferromagnetic spintronics underlying these ferrimagnets. 
